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INTRODUCTION

In recent years many of the more progressive retail

lumber dealers of the United States have recognized the

desirability of developing a merchandising program that

makes their organization a veritable "department store"

for homes. This trend towards selling "packaged" homes

not only appeals to an existing market, but by eliminating

the man? a^.fcravating problems that the average home builder

had to contend with in the past, this type of merchan

dising creates a market. One of the most difficult and

predominantly discouraging factors In the process of home

building has been the financing of such a home.

The idea behind "packaged" homes as sold by the re-

ail lumber dealer in his "department store" for homes is

to provide a medium whereby the individual desiring to

build can complete the transaction with one agency. The

buyer ^oinn; to a dealer with such an organization can In

form the dealer of his requirements and financial status

and receive expert advice and service from the various

departments of the organization. First, a financial plan

is worked out and put into effect with the aid of the

lumber dealer, ot if the lumber dealer is large enough

and has his own financing department, he may finance the

construction himself. Secondly, the buyer is afforded

expert advice in the purchase of real estate even though

the lumber dealer is not in the real estate business.



After a selection of a suitable building site, the dealer

arranges for its purchase and the necessary legal transac

tions. Thirdly, the dealer's architectural service draws

plans and specifications in keeping with the customer's

requirements and financial plan. Such specific services

rendered carry additional Profit to the dealer. The stand

ard fee of the American Institute of Architects for archi

tectural service including supervision on residential work

is six per cent. The standard fee for remodeling, which

always involves a greater amount of work, is ten per cent.

Fourthly, the dealer arranges contracts with various

reliable and competent contractors and supervises the

performance of their contracts according to the original

plans and specifications. This Important service elimi

nates the necessity of the buyer having to contact numerous

contractors who may be unfamiliar to him and thereby could

not rely on the quality of their work to be satisfactory.

Of the many crafts that are required in the construction

of a home, entailing carpenters, masons, plasterers, elec

tricians, Plumbers, etc., the lumber dealer would be In a

far more advantageous position to secure the services of

the better qualified. Fifthly, the lumber dealer supplies

all of the material that goes into the house. This fact

is especially desirable, for many of the construction items

such as paint and hardware bring a larger profit per dollar

of sales than lumber. Too many dealers have been content

with the fact that the bulk of their sales was in lumber

and did. little to promote sales of building materials
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other than lumber. The average distribution of sales for

retail lumber yards Is: lumber, 64'".; raillwork, 24:-.; and

specialties, 12$. In contrast to these figures, a yard

operating on the one-stop principle reported that 62" of its

sales were other than lumber. Furthermore, since adopting

the one-stop policy, its board, foot volume sales of lumber

had increased in addition to the marked Increase of the

more profitable non-lumber items.

Finally, landscape details are drawn up by qualified

personnel in the architectural department and the work

contracted to a competent landscape contractor. This is

an important factor in comoletinp: the home, and often it is

overlooked or not accounted for in the financial plan.

Usuall7/" this cost amounts to three or four per cent of the

cost of the building. The home is now ready for occupancy,

and the dealer can turn over the key v.o the buyer with the

satisfaction of having benefited the buyer as well as

himself.

It is generally conceded that there are far too many

retail lumber yards, and as a consequence, in normal times

the business is extremely competitive. It appears likely

that the more successful yards will operate on the basis

briefly outlined, above. Pew of the some 23,000 retail

yards In the United States have ihe required capital, fa

cilities, or personnel to immediately adopt such a plan of

operation. ,e first step in this direction, however, and

one not requiring any additional capital, is the famil

iarization of the yard personnel with methods of financing.
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This applies to the financing of remodeling and repair as

well as to new construction. Familiarization should in

clude a complete knowledge of Federal loan agencies and

local private institutions and the details of the services

they render. There are many individuals who want to make

repairs, remodel, or build, but they fail to do so since

they are either ignorant of financing possibilities or

believe the process of negotiating a loan too troublesome.

The informed retail lumberman can find no cheaper and more

simple way of stimulating sales than b; showing a pros

pective buyer how he might finance the project he has in

mind and to assist such a Prospective buyer in negotiating

the loan.

The following material is a discussion of the,more

common means of financing by agencies other- than the

dealer's organization itself and a general survey of the

housing market today.
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THE EXISTING AND POTENTIAL MARKET

A housing survey of the United States, conducted in

1946 by the noted analyst Elmo Roper, showed conclusively

that this country is suffering from the worst housing

shortage in its existence. Two-thirds of the people are

aware of housing shortages in their own communities. One-

fifth of the people surveyed said, that they were doubling

up because of lack of homes. Another fifth were out look

ing for a place in which to live. It was concluded that

if homes were less difficult to find, nearly a third, of

all families would be house hunting. It was interesting

to note that the Pacific Coast had a greater percentage of

families doubled up than any other section of the country

and a more drastic shortage of housing as well. This fact

was undoubtedly due to the much-greater-than-normal migra

tions to the '.'/est Coast during and after the war in addition

to the other contributing factors responsible for a housing

shortage in other parts of the country.

In the above-mentioned survey, an encouraging indica

tion that government aids to home financing would be ex

tended and. continued was the fact that eighty oer cent of

the People were in favor of the government lending money

at very low rates of interest to oeonle who want to build

medium-priced homes for their own use. Long term financing

depends upon the stability of the market or uoon the stabi

lizing influences like F.H.A . These long terms should

continue ~s Ions: as the stabilizing influences continue.
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lenders will advance money against the oresent portion

of selling prices reflected by scarcity premiums and high

building costs unless they have outside protection for

their loans.

ich speculation on the part of the retail lumber

dealer concerns the development and encroachment of the

retail man's business b larqe-scale operations in the pre

fabricated housing field. Approximately seventy per cent

of the neoole have heard, of prefabricated houses, yet only

about fifty per cent know much about them. In spite of

advertising and public relations programs on the part of

prefabricators, it is estimated that only sixteen per cent

of the oeoole desirin^ to build or buy a house would be

interested in living in them. The relative merits or

disadvantages of such housing is ouside the scooe of this

discussion, but it appears that the retail lumberman does

not have too much to be concerned, about in this regard. At

the Present time such prefabricated housina- Is comparable In

price to an equivalent conventionally-built house, so

there Is actually little to be gained. Tne opposition to

prefabricated housing, whether iustifiable or not, is prin

cipally for reasons of unsatisfactory construction, such

as not being substantial enough, not strong enough, not

permanent, or not warm enough. Lack of Individuality Is

another serious oblection in the minds of many desiring new

homes.

•The inventory of United States housing today is around

41,000,000 units. About one-fifth of these are on farms.
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About ten million of the dwellings are in such bad condi

tion that the National Housing Agency would like to see

them torn down. But most of these slums and near-slums,

urban and rural, are occupied by families who cannot

afford to pay for new housing at any construction costs of

the foreseeable future. The ten million families living

in dwellings that should be demolished are obviously not

a very firm element in the long range housing market, but

they have their place in the housing scheme since they

would provide a ready market for the better class of exist

ing houses that would be vacated by those building new

houses.

The exact size of the housing shortage is hard to deter

mine. The causes and the resultant effects are more clear.

Most of the people now looking for houses to buy or those

desirin.g to build are recently married couples who were

living in their parents' homes before the war. In 1940

there were about twenty-nine million nonfarm families in

the United States. At the beginning of 1947 there is

estimated to be about thirty-five million. That is an in

crease of almost twenty per cent in the space of seven

years in the numbers of nonfarm families alone needing

housing, although the population of the country has grown

only about eight per cent in the same period. During the

war residential building was limited to the needs of war-

workers, and most of this was of a temporary nature. Man

power and materials could not be used for normal home build-
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inr: as they were needed to make weapons for our Armed

Forces overseas.

Aside from the wartime boom in marriages, the principal

cause of the increased demand for nonfarm housing is the

vast domestic migration set in motion b' the war, beginning

with the defense program adopted after the fall of France.

Approximately four million workers (with their families it

came to about nine million neoole in all) left their homes

to work in war plants in other communities. Part of the

wartime migration, of course, consisted of movements from

one town or city to another and added nothing to the over

all demand for nonfarm housing. It created acute congestion

in some cities and left a brief surplus in others. There

was, however, a new addition to nonfarm demand in the mi

gration from farms to industrial cities and from farms to

small towns and villages.

Most of the estimates on housing requirements for

individual cities was based, on an assumption that the war-

workers would, -to back to the places from which they origi

nally came. As previously mentioned, in all cities of the

Pacific Coast this d.fcd. not orove to be true. For example,

In Los Angeles only fifteen oer cent of the 782,000 war-

workers who came into the metropolitan area left for their

former homes. The same conditions, only on a smaller

scale, were experienced, by Seattle, Portland, and San Fran

cisco.

Marriages and. migrations, while accounting for the

solid bulk of the housing demand in our cities and towns,
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was not the only factor. The high level of income and

savings during the war years placed many in a position to

enter the market for new housing, whereas they had been

financially unable to do so heretofore. Another factor

that greatly stimulated the housing demand was the record-

breaking birth rate of the war years that made the living

accommodations of many young couples inadequate. Coupled

with the factors that had marked tendencies to increase

the demand for housing was the important fact that for the

past fifteen years new construction was pitifully meager.

As a result of depression and war, during this period an

annual average of only 330,00J housing units were built.

rly in 1946 President Truman stated that five million

housing units were required to properly house the nation.

At the beginning of 1947 the National housing Administration

estimated, that 4,400,000 new homes would be a conservative

estimate. At the present time the greatest difficult.,

bein^ experienced by people desiring to build ri ome ?r-e

the prohibitively high costs. The Importance of high costs

in retarding new construction can be more fully appreciated

when more than forty oer cent of the prospective home build

ers are unable to pay more than four thousand dollars for

a house or more than thirty-five dollars a month for rent.

ese figures are based on the rule of thumb that a family

should spend no more than twenty per cent of its Income

for housing, in rent or in carrying charges.

I Llding costs are attributed both to increased
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labor and material costs. Material prices at the first of

1947 reached, a peak of eighty per cent above 1939. Labor

costs have increased as much as three hundred, per cent on

equivalent jobs, due to less efficient labor, coupled with

a much higher hourly rate. The one million new homes that

were to be constructed, in 1947 will in all Probability not

approach that figure as people will not and in most cases

cannot pay these high prices. Milton •./. horris of the

Associated Home B\iilders of San Francisco stated that there

would, be no real building boom in 1947 and that the build

ing industry will lust have to mark time until coses are

lowered. The same reaction was heard from building ma

terial dealers, contractors, banks, building and loan

associa-Ions, and others involved with new construction in

every city on the Pacific Coast.

Today's prohibitive building costs might be compared

to those which put a brake on post-world. War I building.

Building material prices were at their peak in 1920 during

that Period. In 1920 little more than 200,000 new homes

were started. New dwelling units started in 1921 rose above

400,000, and in 1922 new homes went over 700,000. But

meanwhile, between April, 1920, and March, 1922, building

material prices dropped, over forty per cent.

In view of the above situation it would be advisable

for lumber dealers to keen their inventories at a minimum

so as not to absorb losses on inventories that were bought

in an Inflated market and will later have to be sold on a

falling market. A second conclusion from the facts pre-
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sented seems to point to a stretching out of the building

period and should afford a ^ood volume of business over the

next five years, barring any major economic depression.
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THE MORTGAGE
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III

1 lost all loans that are for home financing are based

uoon a mortgage. This Protects the lender by having the

orooerty pledged as security for the loan until it is

reoaid. If the owner fails to make payment on or before a

certain date, his right to redeem the propert7r is lost, and.

ownership passes to the lender (the person or agency that

made the loan and took the mortgage in exchange). The

court will then require that the property be out up for

public sale so that the first owner may receive an;/ surplus

value over and above the amount of the mortgage. This

legal action is called an ''action of foreclosre and sale."

Although tost people are familiar with the terminology of

a mortgage, it is well to be sure that when discussing a

mortgage with a person that he understands the terms.

3 principal of a mortgage is the amount of the

mortgage; it Is the sum of the money borrowed.

Interest is the price you pay for the use of the

money borrowed. The rate of interest is expressed, as a

percentage of the Principal that you pay each year. In

terest Is not necessarily paid yearly; however; as often

it is paid monthly, quarterly, or semiannually. hot all

lending agencies charge the same rate of interest, and it

Is not uncommonn for those In the same community to charge

different rates of interest. The dealer should be familiar

with the lending agencies in his respective cormnunity and.

thus advise the customer of the interest charges as made

b" local lending institutions.
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To amortize a mortgage means to reduce the amount of

the principal by repaying part of it. Since the interest (

that is paid is a. part of the principal, then as the prin

cipal is reduced the amount of the interest is correspond

ingly reduced. Thus it is quite apparent that the actual

financing costs will decrease inversely with the amortiza

tion rate.

The aonraised. value is the value assigned to the

property by the lending agency. the lending agency has a

committee of men who are experienced in judging the value

of land, buildings, and cost of construction, and it is

their duty to make such appraisal. The appraised value of

existing propert?/- may not be what the owner paid for the

property. It may be more and it may be less, according to

roneral business conditions and other circumstances.

Equity is the value that the property has in excess of

indebtedness, and It belongs to the buyer. The equity may

fluctuate, however, while the mortgage is a definite amount;

or it may decrease at a definite rate depending on its

terms. A house in existence may have different measures of

value. rtr example, its market price is what its owner can

r;et for it by sellin"" it; its replacement value Is the amount

it would cost to rebuild at present prices; and its economic

value Is its worth as an investment or as a place in which

to live.

A straight mortgage Is one in which the borrower

promises to pay the full amount of the mortgage on a certain

date with no obligation to make any payment on the orin-
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cipal before that date. It is usually a short term loan

which generally runs for three to five years. Interest on

the loan is paid at regularly agreed-upon intervals. It

is customary at the expiration date of the mortgage for

the lending agency to renew it for a period of years.

The lending agency may renew it for the full amount, but

In all probability it will request a partial payment on the

principal. It is good practice when giving a str

mortgage to reserve the right to make a payment on the

princiaa.l at any interest-bearing period, which is usually

every six months. The borrowers may not wish to use this

privilege, but it is in his best interest to reserve the

right, nevertheless.

ten considering the renewal of a. strai :ht mortgage,

it is important to recognize two factors. First, the lending

agency is under no obligation to renew the mortgage at the

same rate of interest. Secondly, the lending a ency is not

obligated to renew it at all. Business conditions may force

the agency to demand payment. If this happens, and the

borrower does not have the money, and if the real estate

market is so poor that no other lending agency will make a

loan on the individual's property, then ownership of his home

is in leopard'..

A national bank, insurance compan?/", -or other lendi

agency under Federal control cannot accent a straight

mortgage for an amount greater than fifty per cent of the

appraised value of rooerty. Furthermore, the life of

the mortgage cannot exceed a period of five years. If t. e
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borrower desires to borrow a hi :h.er percentage for a longer

time, he »e able to do so at a state bank or other

lending agency under state control. The dealer should

acquaint himself with the possibilities of strai ort-

:e terms that arc available in his community.

An amortized mortgage is one In which the vlue of

the principal is reduced b regular payments and regular

interest payments are also made. With this mortgage, as

with a straight mortgage, it is advisable to reserve the

right to make payments larger than those agreed upon.

This is usually permitted at specified periods, but it is

often limited to sums in round numbers, such as one hundred

dollars. Either a bank or a building and loan company

will hive an amortized mortgage, and. each has its advantages

and disadvantages. A national bank can grant mortgage

loans only up to sixty per cent of the appraised value of

the property, the loan cannot run any longer than ten years,

and the loan must be amortized at a rate not leas thai ntr

per cent per year. !t the end of ten years the borrower

will have maid forty per cent of the loan and may renew

for the other sixty per cent on another ten year mortgage.

The risk involved here is that if the. borrower has not

paid up in ten years, he stands the same chance of not

getting a renewal as was the case in the strai tortgage.

e building and. loan companies can lend up to eighty Per

cent of the appraised value and are therefore very careful

in their selection of those to whom they grant loans. The

building and loan companies general ake a mo: e for
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a period of twelve years and arrange to have the principal

paid in full at the end of that time. All the risks in

volved in rsnc al are eliminated, and also the exact

amount of indebtedness for any time during the twelve

year period is easily determined.

Any amortized mortgj e is usually preferred b. most

Peoole, because the ;erms are definite and fixed, and as

long as each payment Is met as it is due, there is no

danger of losing the house.

There are two ways of paying for an amortized mortrtarre:

fixed monthly payments and decreasing monthly payments.

Either one gives the borrower a gradually increasing equity.

11 mortgages obviously do not cost the same,

amortized mortgage with decreasing payments costs the least;

the amortized mortgage with fixed payments comes next; and

the straight mortgage Is the most expensive. One might

think that the one that costs the least is best, but this

is not necessarily so. Each one has a olaoe in the scheme

of things, and. which to use depends upon the individual's

own financial problem.

iildlng and loan companies will not take an amortized

mortgage with decreasing payments, and therefore if he

must borrow more than sixty per cent of the appraised

value of his house, the borrower cannot use this type of

loan. Some people avoid it for other reasons. They

want cash on hand for furnishings and. accessories when

they first build and would prefer to have the larger pay

ments come later on when they have more money. voun-;:
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couples have less mon an they ''ill have in. bhe future

years, and yet in this i.-oe of financing their largest

payments Come when their Income is lowest, and the lowered

payments come when they are better able to pay. e de

creasing payment rl^n requires the same Payment on the

principal each month together with an interest payment

which reduces as the principal reduces.

The amortized mortgage with fixed monthly payments

can be given to a building and loan company, and althou

it costs a little more than the amortized mortgage rith

decreased month!; nents, some peoole feel it is worth

it for the peace of mind it brings. e borrower kno1

exactly ho ich :e owes when the payments are due, when

he will be paid up, and there are no renewal risks. In

this ! n, for each succeeding month the part applied

interest decreases while the payments on the orincipal

increase. Since payments are equal for the entire life of

is mortgage, they are lower during the first years than

those on a mortgage with decreased monthly payments. '.his

characteristic appeals to those whose present earn!;] ; power

is low but may be expected to increase. Equal payments

every month also appeal to people who receive a salary.

xia s of mortgage may also be written d. a bank, but,

l, if it is a national bank, the loan is restricted

to a term of ten years with possible renewal.

i important new development in home mortgages is to

include home equipment in the mortgage as part of the cost

of the house. This is an especially desirable feature from
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the standpoint of the buyer, as it provides a means of paying

for all of his home requirements in one periodic payment.

Often he can fi ance sue; purchases at a lower rate of

interest than if he had a conditional sales contract for

each item. By having all of his time payments lumped

under the one mortgage he Is better able to determine what

his future payments will be, along with the total amount

of his indebtedness. For the retail lumber and material

dealer this presents an excellent opportunity to handle such

appliances as dishwashers, refrigerators, stoves, home

freezers, washing machines, radios, built-in furniture, etc.

A number of small-city dealers were successful in selling

these lines prior to the war, and with the advent of financ

ing home equipment with the home mortgage it should prove

to be a stimulus for others to follow suit.
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The Federal Bousing Administration, a subsidiary of

the National Bousio liniatration, provides for the

insurance of mortgages. The Government does not loan the

money, but merel:^ nrovides insurance on mortgage loans

made by banks, savings and loan associations, !nort<Trv"e ^nd.

finance companies, and. other qualified lendin Institutions.

is protection enables lending institutions to make

insured mortgage loans on desirable terms--with a small down

payment in cash and small momthly payments for interest

and amortization. The major portion of low and medium-

priced housing built in the last ten years in the United.

States has been under F.H.A. financing, and in all probability

will even increase in its scone. ritle II appraisals

( itle II appraisals applying to ne >rae construction) have-

been Increasing up to 161 per cent a>f 1941.

In general the chief features of the F.H.A. elan are:

(1) the lower financing charges; (2) long-term loans extending

over a convenient period of years J (3) advance by the lend.er

of a lar e part of the total value (up to ei ;hty or even

ninety ner cent, if circumstances warrant); (4) repayment in

monthly installraents--about like rent--suited to the borrow

er's income; (5) inclusion of taxes, interest, and insurance

in the monthly payment; (6) elimination of second mortgages

and the need for oeriodic and expensive refinancing; (7) pro

tection of the lender by . .'. insurance; and (8) improve

ment of housing standards and conditions.
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An F.H.A. Insured mortgage can be accented b any

approved financial institution. The home builder who

gives a mortgage under F.H.A. insured mortgage plan

assumes the payment of a small mortgage insurance premium

(one-half ner cent) which guarantees repayment to the

lendln agency of the full amount of the loan if and 'then

the homeowner might be unable to meet the payments.

'.".A. loans for new home construction are divided

into three classes, each of which is 'overned. by certain

provisions:

1. Small loans are those which do not exceed .'5400.00

and. in which at least ten ner cent of the appraised

value has been pale in cash or Its equivalent.

these cases are eligible I'or loans:

a. Up to ninety per cent of the value

b. Up to a twenty-five year amortization period

c. At an insurance premium rate of one-half

per cent per year.

he total monthl' ment on a twenty-five year

loan (including principal, interest, and average

:'•. 11. A. insurance premium) averages about ;5.81

for each thousand dollars borrowed. For -re"tor

convenience one-twelfth of the yearly taxes and

hazard insurance is added to the monthl;: payment,

In which case the figure is slightly laraer than

.81 but was not included in the average since

taxes and insurance vary with the locality. The

application for a loan may be made by any respon

sible person with a steady income, good credit,
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and a. reasonable abillt;/" to repay the loan,

application must be submitted, and plans approved

before construction Is started, and the owner is

required to live in the home. The Interest rate

charged by the lender cannot be over 4| oer cent.

2. Medium loans are those which exceed $5400.00 but

do not exceed ,58600.00. These cases are eligible

for loans:

a. Up to ninety per cent of the first ;C000.00

en
of value plus eighty per ca«t of the re bin

der,

b. Up to a twenty year amortization period,

c. At p-n insurance premium rrte of one-half per

cent per year.

As in the case of small loans, the home must be

owner-occupied, and the loan has to be approved

before construction is started. The interest

rate charged by the lender cannot exceed four and

one-half per cent, and both the interest and mort-

•p insurance premium applies only on the dimin-

ishIng balances.

3. Large loans are those which exceed :8600.00 but

do not exceed -'16,000.00. These are eligible for

loans:

a. Up to eighty per cent of the value,

b. Up to a twenty year amortization period,

c. At an insurance premium rate of one-half per

cent per year.
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Interest charges cannot exceed four and one-half

nor cent a year.

While the building material dealer in all probability

will not make the loan himself, he should be familiar with

all of the local qualified lending institutions and aid

the prospective builder in filing his application. Assist

ance can be rendered, particularly in regards to estimating

costs, and the dealer's time and effort will be fully

reoald through sales he makes In conjunction with the good

will that was created in assisting the customer in obtain-

ing a loan.

e :. .A. Is organized into sections called titles.

Under Title I housing renovation and modernization are

included in the guaranteed loans to apply on loans made

before July 1, 194'/, for the purpose of financing alter

ations, repairs, and. improvements uoon or in connection

with existing structures. e amount of such a loan

cannot exceed :2500.00, nor can it run longer than a period

in excess of three years and thirty-two days. The b Tid

ing material dealer should not overlook this portion of

the act, as many people are desirous of making alterations

or additions to their present residences, and a substantial

volume of sales could be made by encouraging such work.

Title II concerns mortgage insurance on now construct

ion, and has been previously covered. title II loans

represented the bulk of loans made before the v/ar and will

probably continue to be the most common form of loan.

Title III deals with the creation of National tort-
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ge Associations and. is of primary concern to financial

institutions and those desiring to establish a loan agency.

Itie IV deals with the insurance of savings and

loan accounts. Like Title III it is of interest princi

pally to financial institutions.

Title V is miscellaneous in content and in general

correlates other governmental agencies with the F.N.A.

Title VI was an act that created the war housing

insurance fund and was added to the National housing Act

on March 28, 1941. It has "undergone a series of revisions,

and as originally intended was to facilitate the construct

ion of housing for war workers. An amendment approved

22, 194°, say; the rewriting of most of this act in

Section 10 of the Veteran's Emergency Bousing Act of 1946

to show the need for continued Insurance under Title VI

to assist In relieving the acute shortage of housing and

to increase the supply of housing accomodations available

to veterans of NorId lifar II rather than war workers. The

amendment also removes the requirement that the property

be located in an area in which the president finds an

acute shortage of housing. he loan cannot exceed ninety

per cent of the estimate of the necessary current cost

(including the land and such initial service charges and

such appraisal, inspection, and. other fees as the Adminis

tration shall approve). Phe principal obligation of

such mortgage shall In no event exceed:

1. 5,400, if such dwelling is designed for a single-

family residence; or
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2. •'7,500, if such dwelling is designed for a two-

family residence; or

3. ;9,500, if such dwelling is designed for a three-

family residence; or

4. 12,000, if such dwelling is resigned for a. four-

family residence.

If it is found by the Administrator that at any time or

in any particular geographical area it Is net feasible

within such limitations of maximum mortga :e amounts to

construct dwellings Without sacrifice of sound standards

of construction, design, or livability, he may prescribe

higher maximum mortgage amounts not to exceed:

1. ,100, if such a dwelling is designed for a

single-family residence; or

2. ;lh,500, if such a dwelling is designed for a two-

family residence; or

3. $15,750, If such a dwelling Is designed for a

three-family residence; or

4. .'18,000, if such a dwelling is designed for a four-

family residence.

With the further increases in construction costs during the

latter part of 1946 and early 1947, practically all sections

of the country have received approval of the higher maximum

mortgage schedules.

Title VI loans may be amortized for ten, fifteen,

twenty, or twenty-five years, and. payments are made monthly.

Interest rates on the principal cannot exceed four oer cent,

and they only apply on the principal outstanding.
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As in Title II loans, the mortgage may be paid off before

maturity, if desired. The monthly payments include under

the one payment:

1. Premium charges under the contract of insurance;

2. Ground rents, taxes, special assessments, and

fire and other hazard insurance premiums;

3. Interest on the mortgage; and

4. Amortization of the principal of the mortgage.

In keeping with the purposes and objectives of the

''. .A., the F. .A. is generally conceded to have accomplished

the following, as reported by the Producers' Council, Inc.

in their survey, nToward a Postwar Noising Program";

"1. Its underwriting operations have protected the

public, and it has had a favorable influence on

environment and land planning.

2. It has kept down the rate of interest, has re

duced downpayments, and has provided a means

for preventing the flooding of the real estate

market with foreclosed properties and the depress

ing of values of homes in the same neighborhoods.

3. It has eliminated, the use of secondary financing

and has encoura.ged the trenc toward the replacing

of unamortized mortgage debt with amortizing loans.

4. It encourages lending operations to continue in

depressed periods, has created a standardized

secondary market for mortgages and loans, has

carried investment funds into remote localities,

and has made possible the lending of mortgage
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money by commercial banks which would not other

wise make such investments; and

5. It has protected, private enternrise against the

public housing movement."

Typical loans under F. ..A. may be ascertained from

Chart I in the appendix.
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Under Title III of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act

of 1944, as amended by Public Law 268, 79th Congress,

loans to veternas are -uaranteed for a variety of speci

fied purposes, among which is the building of a new home,

he loans are available to "any person who has served in

the active military or naval service of the United States

at any time on or after September 16, 1940, and prior <.o

the termination of the war an 3 has been discharged or

released therefrom under conditions other than dishonorable

after active service of ni a or more, or by reason

of Injury or disability incurred, in the service in line of

duty." An eligible veteran may apply at any time within

ten years after the terminatien of the war for the guaranty

or Insurance of a loan.

en appl^ ng tor a loan, the veteran must present his-

original discharge capers m the Veteran's Administration

to be certified for eligibility. Photostatic, certified, or

other conies of the honorable discharge or seear:tion

papers will not be acceptable in determining the veteran's

eligibility or for the endorsement Thereon of the guaranty

or insurance benefit. Many lenoin- institutions simplify the

loan arocedure by accepting the veteran's discharge papers,

and they, in turn, forward the dischar ge e.aoers to the

Veteran's Administration. While waiting for approval of

eligibility, the veteran may have terms and necessary for'ts

for the loan completed. e Veteran's Administration re-
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turns the discharge papers after endorsing the amount

and type of guaranty on the capers.

thin the limitation that not more than fifty oer

cent of any loan be :uaranteed, u amount which

may be guaranteed for real estate loans Is $4,000.00.

While the guaranty of a loan by the Veteran's Administration

is primarily an aggreement between a lender of money and

the Veteran's Administration that in the even,- a veteran

fails to nay his loan, the Government will pay the guaran

teed Portion of the loan, there is pn outright gift made

that is not to be repaid by the vetere . the Veteran's

ministration will nay to the lender for credit on the

loan r'n amount equal to tour oer cent of the amount of

guaranty used. In the case of a loan guaranty of $4,000.

this amount would be '160.00.

e guaranteed loans on real estate may be amortized

tin to twenty-five years. e rate oi' interest on r uar-

anteed or an insured real e te loan must not exceed

four ner cent oer :rear. Commissions, brokerage fees, or

other charges for obtaining a guaranty cannot 1 zally be

charged to the veteran. Also, the debtor shall have the

right to repay at any time without Premium or fee the

entire indeotend.ess or any part thereof, but not less than

the amount of one installment or tlOO.OO, whichever is less.

Generally, new construction is financed for veterans

under one of two different plans. The first plan enables

the veteran to get fifty ner cent of his loan guaranteed

(as described above), and. the balance, If necessary, is
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loaned by the lending agency based uoon their confidence in

the veteran's ability to aa bi ck the loan.

e second nlan splits into two loans, although they

may be rep • o^ne. One loan is insured by the Federal

using Administration. The other is guaranteed by the

Veteran's Lnistration. Under terms of the act, "if a

veteran is in need of a secondary loan, it will be eligible

for guaranty provided the proceeds are usee concurrent!;

with and as a. part of the same transaction to ourchase or

acquire property or for the cost of constructing improve-

ents, and provided further that the primary lien does not

exceed twenty oer cent of the ourcnase price or cost. is

type of loan may be fully guaranteed to The extent of '4,000.00

for real estate loans or $2,000.00 for non-real estate loans

if these amounts of guaranty benefit are available. The

purcha.se price shall not exceed, the reasonable value as deter

mined by an appraiser designated, by the Administrator.'1

As an example, under the second financing planlf the

home to be built is to cost '5,000.00 and meets F.H.A.

standards, the financing institution can make a loan up to

,000.00 which the P.] .:. insures for the institution.

Ls would become the first-mortgage loan. Interest paid

would not be over four and one-half ner cent, plus one-half

of one oer cent premium for F. . L. mortgage insurance. the

loan would be repaid " .y in regular installments which

also include payments on t=>xes, special assessments., and
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hazard insurance.

Another loan for 1,000.00 is made for the down payment--

from the same institution—to make up the necessary total

,000.00. This Is the part of the loan the Veteran's

Administration guarantees, an e veteran pays only four

oer cent Interest on this amount. The Government pays the

interest for the hirst year-, and. this loan is paid off along

with the other in monthly installments.

On a house costing more than $5,000.00, the loan guar

anteed by the Veteran's Administration ras.j go as high as

,000.00 or twenty oer cent of one purchase nrice, whichever

is less.

,1. loans in conjunction with -itle VI loa.ns of the

'.H.'A. have been very popular with veterans. ortizin™

over a twenty-five year period, monthly payments are brought

ver:T nearly in line with equivalent rentals, and at the same

time no down payment Is necessary. If it were not for F.H.A.

and Veteran's guaranteed loans, few veterans could afford.

to build, as no lending institution could afford to loan a

very lar~e aercentaa'e on present-day inflated values. Values

determine the amount that a lending institution will le"nd.

i lenders try to anticipate values so that loans will

always be under .he , and the trend Is to reduce the amounts

of their loans in proportion to present building costs

when loans are at their own risk. It is conservatively esti

mated tha future homes will have a valuation aver'" ;ing

fifty-one oer cent of present market prices.

Typical loans under the Veteran's Home Loans may be
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ascertained from Chart I in the appendix.
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Although progressive retail lumber dealers have long

recognized the fact that the largest sales outlet for their

merchandise lies in selling houses, it is more apparent now

than it has ever been. In view of this fact, dealers should.

organize their businesses into efficient organization for the

sales of "packaged homes." The first step in this direction,

and. one not requiring the investment of additional capital,

is familiarization with financing methods and the establish

ment of a Procedure for the facilitating of housing loans.

Building material costs at the present time are higher

now than at any other time in history. Decline in building

material costs are inevitable and in all probability will

be as much as forty oer cent. It is difficult to Predict

when the decline in orices will take place, but a number of

authorities speculate that such a decline will take place in

the middle or latter part of 1947. Dealers should maintain

an efficient system of stock control and keep inventories

at a minimum so as not to be forced, to absorb heavy losses

through serious reductions in value of their inventories.

In recent -ears, new methods of financing allow the

the Installment home buyer to include many household items

in his home payments. This feature opens new fields of

merchandising to the retail lumber dealer and. he should in

vestigate the addition of profitable new lines to his business

Examples are oil burners, coal stokers, stoves, radios,

refrigerators, washing machines, furniture, built-in. fixtures,

kitchen cabinets, lawn furniture, electrical fixtures,
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plumbing equipment, and water systems.

Federal lending and insurance agencies have been the

prime factor in stabilizing loans for home construction.

Home construction is the "bread and. butter'' of the retail

lumbermen. Retail lumbermen and retail lumbermen's asso

ciations should encourage and have active promotional pro

grams to extend and establish new legialation for such agen

cies .

Veterans form one of the best potential markets for new

homes in .America today. First, many of them are in urgent

need of housing and, secondly, they are eligible to receive

financial assistance from the government. Detail lumber

dealers should concentrate their efforts in making homes

available for veterans as it not only provides good sales

possibilities, but will tend to build, up a good will in a

younger element and thus have a beneficial effect over a

long period of time.
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COST CHART

90$ MORTGAGE INSURA fGE ON

APPRAISED V P TO 06000

Monthly Pj^mer^s 9IL £. *9z2»Z. ^
Appraised Value of House and Lot .;| 5,000 $
Maximum insured loan (90; .. .;;;; >̂_J== „
Monthly payments on20 /jar 17#Q9

Principal and 4g% W3. 1>Q7
;e insurance (* oi x ;. ^^ -

Monthly cos, of buying ^JjM;;^J .40
Add fire insurance |«*gft?^J;| 3.72
Add taxes (average xn Cal.j| g0^*B

TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENCS

Monthly payments on a 2^Year Loan.

Aooraised Value of House and Lot... :3,000
.alimum insured loan. l^'iojih±=
onthlv payments on <Jo yea-x x 15.oi'Princioal and 4r interest.....-, 15.01

Mortgage insurance .of ^>;; i^
Monthly cost oi Touyxn. we . .

Add fire insurance estxrnac a;.
Add taxes (average xn Gal.).,:"t^SS

TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS

904 AND 80 :MORTGAGE INSURANCE ON
VALtJES OVBR ^6000 TO 10,000

Monthly. Payments on a S^Yejvr Loan

Appraised Value of Houe fgg^llfj^
LdfldA insured loan (90% ft g) *=lthly '^^nxs on 20-year lo.n ^ ^

principal and 4-. I xX}}eVJS^") I 2.46
Mortgage insurance U ot i-J-. | Y.'fXMonthly cost of buying home..;..-..| 1>Q3
Add fire insurance (estimatea, ^^
Add taxes (average xn Gal.)... __g^jg-

TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS
80^ MORTGAGE I ^3 ON

V , OVER $10,000 TO 520,000
-^onthlv P^jments on a 2(>Year Loan

Appraised Value of House and I**—ffiggg
Maximum insured loan (80 ) j.

Oi

*

3,500
3,100

4,000
3,600

19.62

1.
20.85

.47

4.j34_
"25.56

3,500

7 ,500
6,600

54.80

12,000
9 ,600

24.

.53

4.96

59.71

8,000
7,000

12,500
10,OO0_

4,500
4 , OOP

1.59

26.91

.60
5.58

33.09

4 ,500
4,000

22.24

1.61

23.85

.60

5 .58
50.03

8,500
7,400

46.84

2.94

49.78

1.23

10.45

61.44

il3,000
10,400

5 , 000
4,500

28.49

1.80

5,500
4,900

31.02

1.95

% 6,000
5,400

34.18

2.14

30.29 32.97 36.32

.67 .75 . . .

6.20 6.82 7.44

57.16

$ 5,000
4,500

25.02

1.81

26.83

.67

6.20

.70

9,000
7,800

49.57

3.10

40.54

% 5,500
4,900

27.24
1.97

29.21

.75

6.82

36.78

44.56

6,000
5,400

30.02
2.17

52.19

.80

7.44

40.43

,500 10,000
8,200 8,600

51.91

3.26

54.44

5.42

52.47 55.17 57.86

1.29 1.56 1.44

11.00 12.16 13.33

64.76

;14,000
11,200

68.69

>15,000
12,000

72.65

/;20,000
16,000



Monthly payments on 20 year loan:
Principal and 45 ^ interest....
Mortgage insurance (^ of 1 >)••

Monthly cost of buying
Add fire insurance

Add taxes (average

home

(estimated)

, 55.70

3,50
59.20

1.47

in Gal. ) -j 15.64
TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS f 74.31

60.77

3.67

64.44

1.60

14.88

80.92

54

63.50

5.97

67.27

1.57

15.55

84.49

?HLY PA 3 FOR VETERANS' HOME.LOAN

Monthly Payments under a Combination 20-Year FHA Loan
in an Amount Equal to 80 Per Cent of Value and a 20-
Year Veterans' "G.I." Loan in an Amount Equal to the

Remaining 20 Per Cent of Value.

APPRAISED VALUE EQUAL TO 100% OF LOAN.
_

.,000

Principal and

Principal and

FHA mortgage insurance
Fire insurance and taxes (estimated)
TOTAL ESTI ATED MONTHLY PAYMENTS

interest on 80 , of loan20.26
interest on 20 '. of loan 4,85

(" of 1 ) 1.27
on

oremium

5.30

$ 29.68

,000 .: 6,000

25, 50.38

6.06 7.27

1.59 1.91

4.50 5.70

57.47 45.26

PLANNING OUR HOME—EXPERT GUIDANCE 0: E BUILDING reprint from
a series of lectures n;iven by The San Francisco Home Planning
Institute, 1945, Home Book Publishers, San Francisco, California.

65.85

4.15

69.96

1.74

15. i:

87.82

70.90 \ 75.96

4.45

75.35

1.87

17.36

4.77

80.73

2.00

18.60

:101.28

6.56

107.64

2.67
24.80

94.58 101.33 135.11

7,000 ; 8,00 J ; 9,000 10,000

54.05 61.85 70.65

55.45 40.51 45.58 50.64

8.48 9.70 10.91 12.12
2.22 2.54 2.86 5.18

7.90 9.10 11.50 1-5.50

78.44
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